MAY 16th 2013

BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS

ALUMNI RESEARCH DAY

CELEBRATING GRADUATE RESEARCH PAST AND PRESENT

10:30 AM – 4:00 PM
Schedule of Events

Meet and Greet 10:30 – 11:00am

Chair’s Welcome 11:00 – 11:05am

Alumnus Talk 11:05 – 11:45am
“The Seasons of Scientists’ Lives”
Lee Limbird (PhD, 1973)

Student Talk 11:45 – 12:10pm
“Monoubiquitination as a mechanism for the regulation of Ras signaling”
Rachael Baker (Campbell/Dohlman lab)

Lunch & Posters 12:10 – 1:50pm

Student Talk 1:50 – 2:15pm
“T Cell Receptor Like Antibody Fragments for Type 1 Diabetes Imaging and Therapy”
Keith Miller (Collins lab)

Alumnus Talk 2:15 – 2:50pm
“Visualizing DNA Repair Enzymes Encountering Free Radical DNA Lesions”
Sylvie Doublié (PhD, 1993)

Break 2:50 – 3:00pm

Panel Discussion 3:00 – 4:00pm
Lee Limbird (PhD, 1973)
Professor and Dean, Fisk University
Sylvie Doublié (PhD, 1993)
Professor, University of Vermont
Jason Williams (PhD, 2001)
Facility Director, NIEHS
Kelby Kizer (PhD, 2007)
PRC Contractor, US Army Services
Stephanie Morris (PhD, 2007)
Health Sciences Administrator, NIEHS

Poster Presenters

1. Suzy Lynch
   Student, Superfine Lab
2. Dan Isom, PhD
   Research Faculty, Dohman Lab
3. Elizabeth Proctor
   Student, Dokholyan Lab
4. Thomas Freeman, PhD
   Postdoctoral Fellow, Parise Lab
5. Greg Wang, PhD
   Faculty
6. Irem Dagliyan
   Student, Sancar Lab
7. Raymond Piatt
   Research Staff, Bergmeier Lab
8. Jinchuan Hu, PhD
   Postdoctoral Fellow, Sancar Lab
9. Charlie Carter, PhD
   Faculty
10. Ashley Beale
    Research Staff, Bergmeier Lab
11. Rachel Redler
    Student, Dokholyan Lab
12. Stephen Holly, PhD
    Research Faculty, Parise Lab
13. Deepak Jha
    Student, Strahl Lab
14. Peter Thompson
    Student, Campbell Lab
15. Yacine Boulaftali, PhD
    Postdoctoral Fellow, Bergmeier Lab
16. Bo Zhao
    Student, Zhang Lab
17. Shobhan Gaddameedhi, PhD
    Postdoctoral Fellow, Sancar Lab

Campus Event: biosciencesreunion.web.unc.edu